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PEER-ASSISTED STUDY SESSIONS (PASS)

- Available for ENG1001, ENG1002, ENG1003
- Receive support and mentoring from a senior student successful in this unit
- Weekly study sessions to keep you up-to-date
- Learn through samples, teamwork, and group study games
- Fine-tune study skills
- Make new friends

THE PASS EQUATION

1 hour of PASS = 3 hours struggling on your own
PASS GETS RESULTS

Weekly study sessions
- Guaranteed study time each week to help you achieve a better mark

Students who regularly attend PASS
- are more likely to score a D or HD
- are less likely to fail the unit

Comparative PASS results

![Comparative PASS results graph for ENG1001 S2 2018](image-url)
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SIGN UP TO PASS

- Sign up for PASS via Allocate+
- Select the ENG1001, ENG1002 and/or ENG1003 PASS session that fits your schedule
- No spots left in Allocate+? Drop into the session anyway. Most classes do not have full attendance
- For any other requests, please email pass.registration@monash.edu
- PASS study begin in Week 2. See you there!